New Surgical Technique for Pterygium: Conjunctival In situ Autograft

Abstract

Background: Pterygium is mainly due to dysfunction of limbal stem cells with a proliferative and locally invasive front. Conjunctiva overlying body (pterygial conjunctiva) has fairly normal epithelium; hence this can be used as auto graft. Aim of the study is to analyse surgical and morphological outcome of new auto graft technique to treat pterygium, termed as Conjunctival in situ auto graft: CISAG.

Methods: Include dissection of Pterygial conjunctiva from 1mm inside limbus, rest of the neck and apex were torn like rrhexis. Remaining fibrotic tissues were meticulously dissected from conjunctiva and sclera. Curuncular end of the graft was placed along limbus over bare sclera. Fibrin secreted from clotted blood helped to keep graft in place. Weekly follow up was done for 1 month and then monthly for a year. Apical pterygial conjunctiva was sent for HPE. Results included total 10 cases of primary pterygium, 2 recurrent pterygium and 2 cases of combined cataract and pterygium. No recurrence was observed during the follow-up period.

Conclusion: This procedure requires no suture, no glue. No extra conjunctiva other than the affected is traumatized during surgery. Our results were similar to other auto graft techniques but this new technique named CISAG saves time, tissue and recurrence.
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Introduction

Pterygium is the result of aberrant wound healing process characterised by centripetal growth of limbal epithelial cells followed by squamous metaplasia giving rise to pterygial epithelium with goblet cell hyperplasia. Underlying stroma consists of activated proliferating fibroblasts, neovascularisation, inflammatory cells with remodelled extra cellular matrix. Thus it can be considered as a degenerative condition of subconjunctival tissue triggered by some ocular surface disorder [1] leading to dysfunction of limbal stem cells. It has a proliferative and locally invasive apex where conjunctival epithelium abruptly transition into corneal epithelium at the advancing edge. Goblet cell hyperplasia is prominent in pterygial epithelium, compared with autologus normal conjunctiva [2]. Thus conjunctiva over the body of pterygium can be used for graft.

Treatment ranges from bare sclera to grafts [3]. But recurrence is the main complication whose rate is extremely variable and unpredictable. Any surgical treatment of pterygium is complicated by its recurrence. Bare sclera has highest recurrence rate and to reduce this high incidence of recurrence covering the exposed sclera with grafts were introduced. These includes Conjunctival auto grafts(CAG)with or without stem cells, amniotic membrane transplant (AMT). Different adjuvant therapy ranging from beta irradiation to antimiotics and more recently anti vasculoendothelial growth factors like bevacizumab [4] were also started. These were not devoid of complications due to cytotoxicity or offered no added advantage [4], hence lost their popularity. Pterygium itself has origins from cytotoxic effect of UV radiation. Moreover unstable tear film and cytotoxic effects of UV radiation can incite vasculoendothelial growth factors (VEGF) production which can give rise to pterygium formation [3]. Histopathologically conjunctiva is not at fault in pterygium. This is an elastotic degeneration of Subconjunctival tissues. So conjunctiva overlying pterygium can be used for covering bare sclera which can give stable tear film and protect from UV radiation thus preventing recurrence.

This severe form of OSD is mostly a tropical problem (Figure 1) [1].
Histopathological studies of pterygium have shown fibrovascular proliferation combined with subconjunctival elastotic degeneration (Figure 2). Its effect can be a cosmetic blemish due to altered ocular surface with recurrent inflammation. Visual defects can range from irregular astigmatism to total obstruction of visual axis.

Treatment options are excision, redirection, adjuvant medication in the form of thiotepa, beta radiation and cytotoxic drugs can give rise to necrosis of sclera tissue. Excision with graft has now become the treatment of choice. Graft could be amniotic membrane, limbal stem cells or conjunctiva itself and secured by sutures, glue or autologous fibrin. But altered ocular surface, the main trigger for pterygium formation still remains. As no procedure stood the test of time so no treatment of choice has evolved so far.

Aim of this study is to evaluate the result of a new surgical procedure of grafting of healthy conjunctiva overlying the body of pterygium with reversal of direction secured with autologous fibrin. This procedure is named as Conjunctival in situ auto graft (CISAG). The theory behind this procedure is removal of triggering apical growth with alteration of direction of abnormal growth.

Outcome measure is recurrence which is defined as new fibrovascular growth across the limbus and measured as more than 1 mm regrowth. Minimum follow-up period is 1 year.

Methods

This is a single centre prospective interventional study. Informed consent from the patient and ethical committee approval from Institute was obtained for this study. Procedure was performed by same surgeon to ensure consistency. Operations were performed under peribulbar anesthesia using 2% Lignocaine injection. Surgical steps include standard aseptic preparation and draping. The conjunctiva overlying the pterygium is dissected 1 mm inside the limbus after subconjunctival injection of air (to delineate the extent of degeneration). Rest of the neck and apex is rhhexised with a McPherson forceps which leads to relatively smooth corneal surface. This will stabilize tear film post-operatively. Conjunctiva is dissected free of fibrotic Subconjunctival tissue. Curuncular end of the conjunctiva is placed along the limbus over the blood already clotted over bare sclera and CISAG is adhered by fibrin secreted from the clot below the graft. Eye was patched for 24 hours and the patient was advised not to rub the eye after removal of bandage. Topical Loteprednol and artificial tears were administered four times a day which was tapered over 6 weeks. Follow-up was done weekly for 4 weeks; this is the adhesion time and further monthly follow up for one year (Figure 3).Histopathological study of apical pterygial conjunctiva was done.

Results

10 cases of primary pterygium two cases of recurrent pterygium and 4 cases of combined cataract and CISAG were included in this study. Male female ratio was 1:1 with mean age of 49 years. No measurable recurrence was seen after one year of follow up. However, 1 cataract case had displaced graft in the immediate post of period which was re-placed under slit lamp and patching was done for 24 hours. Combining with cataract surgery procedure become little difficult technically. Conjunctival pigmentation and presence of Stocker’s line was found to be bad prognostic sign as these indicate reduced healing capacity of corneal epithelium covered by pterygium. Migration of epithelial cells is the primary process of corneal surface healing [5] which is a prerequisite for stable tear film. Unstable tear film has definite role in pathogenesis of pterygium [6].

Advantage of the procedure include no tissue wastage (as in excision), no normal area was traumatised (as in superior-temporal auto graft), no suture and no external glue required.

Discussions

Pterygium is a well-known external ocular condition of eye and...
is fairly common in tropical countries like India because of more cumulative yearly exposure to ultraviolet light, heat, dust and sun glare.

Globally prevalence of pterygium is 10.2% [1]. In India prevalence ranges from 9.5% to 13% [6], in our present study, males and female were equally affected with ratio of 1:1. Though, being male is considered a risk factor for pterygium [6], the equal incidence here can be explained by the fact that in this area where tribal population is more, more females are engaged as marginal workers.

Since the description of pterygium 1000 BC back by Sushruta, many surgical techniques evolved for management of pterygium. All are limited by most commonly recurrence and other complications. There is more aggressive growth of recurrent lesion than the primary lesion.

Bare sclera technique was one of the earliest surgeries to be done for pterygium management. It involved surgical excision of pterygium with exposed sclera left bare. Though it was an easy and quick procedure done in office setting under topical or sub-conjunctival anesthesia, it has a high recurrence rate of 30%-80%. Therefore, it is seldom used today.

Then the technique of closing the post-pterigium excision defect by sliding conjunctival flaps harvested from inferior or superior bulbar conjunctiva was used. It has the recurrence rate of 1%-5% but was limited by suboptimal cosmesis [7]. Conjunctival limbal autograft transplantation is a landmark in pterygium management, described by Kenyon in 1985 [8]. Associated recurrence rate ranged from 0% to 15% [9]. Rao et al reported the recurrence rate of 3.8% with this procedure done in 53 eyes with 36 primary and 17 recurrent pterygia on a mean follow-up of 18.9 ± 12.1 month [10].

P.E.R.F.E.C.T surgery (Ptetrigium Extended Removal Followed by Extended Conjunctival Transplant) introduced by Dr. Hirst has a recurrence rate of 0.5%. The main limitation being it is time consuming and technically challenging.

Many adjunctive are employed for prevention of recurrence. Radiation of bare sclera with Strontium 90 now abandoned due to development of sclera necrosis. Use of Mitomycin C during pterygium surgery decreases the recurrence rate. But it has serious sight threatening complications e.g. infectious scleritis, severe secondary glaucoma, corneal edema, perforation, iritis, incapacitating pain and photophobia [11].

Our technique of CISAG i.e. conjunctival in-situ auto graft involves reversal of direction of graft which is deterrent to recurrence compared to other techniques. Use of autologus fibrin over the subpterygial sclera as adhesive for graft also provides the advantage of no suture. More over limbal stem cells of affected area are also removed by meticulous dissection. This new technique has the benefit of not traumatising adjacent healthy ocular tissue. The one year follow-up of patients showed good cosmetic result as well as no recurrence. Patients are on follow up after mandatory one year period and have shown no signs of recurrence.

Our study has shown similar incidence in male and females which could be explained by more females are engaged as marginal workers in this part of world [1].

Many forms of graft have been tried in pterygium with good results. Recurrence rate is minimum with conjunctival auto graft with cyclosporine eye drops as shown in latest Meta-analysis [3]. This study also concluded that bare sclera technique to be abandoned due to high recurrence rate.

Our method has the lowest recurrence and is comparable with the best results where adjuvant was used (cyclosporine) with conjunctival graft [3]. CISAG is technically better as no suture was needed thus least irritation. Autologus fibrin secreted from the blood clot over the sub-pterigial sclera act as adhesive for the graft. Reversing the direction of graft was deterrent to recurrence.

Recently up regulation of micro RNA has been proved to be associated with pterygium along with involvement of specific oncogene. This may further open up research involving target therapy [12,13].

**Conclusion**

Conjunctival in situ auto graft or CISAG is a new technique of surgical treatment for pterygium.

This is more physiological nature as it uses conjunctiva from same site without traumatising healthy ocular tissues from some other part (Figures 4 and 5).
Limitations of our study are short number of cases and not a randomized control trial. However the theory behind this procedure has not violated any normal physiological principles. We recommend this new procedure to be included in the treatment regimen and can be adopted by all ophthalmologists.
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